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Mo(WE)ments of labor
“she had a queer feeling that they were being
watched”
but the origin is doubtful.
work, esp. hard physical work.
normal
workers, esp. manual workers, considered collectively.
manual workers considered as a social class or
political force.
1.
strive, struggle, endeavor, work, try, work hard,
try hard, make every effort, do one’s best, do one’s
utmost, do all one can, give one’s all, go all out, fight,
put oneself out, apply oneself, exert oneself;
bend/lean/fall over backwards, pull out all the stops
verb: queer;
3rd person present: queers;
past tense: queered;
past participle: queered;
gerund or present participle: queering
adjective: queer;
comparative adjective:
queerer;
superlative adjective: queerest
make great effort.
spoil or ruin (an agreement, event, or situation).
laborers, labor force, proletariat
More
“- and labor need to cooperate”
delivery, nativity;
More
contractions, labor pains;
“she labored to unite - “
“a project on which we had labored for many years”
work, work hard, toil, slave (away), grind away,
struggle, strive, exert oneself, work one’s fingers to the
bone, work like a dog, work like a Trojan;
More
slog away, plug away;
moil, oblique, perverse,
(Malin Arnell)

What is queer labor? What happens when we put these two words together, when
we set these two discourses up on a blind date? What can we make of the
unrecognizable, the unwelcome, and the undervalued? How can we re-werk
rubrics of work and productivity? This project proposes answers to these questions
while problematizing their terms, bringing together practices that have diverse and
overlapping investments in labor and queerness.
Genres and practices of queer labor are often positioned against a neoliberal
emphasis on relentless production and economic growth; they underscore
subjective dimensions of production. We owe each other everything is an exhibition
and research platform focused on these practices. It stakes its claim in the necessity
of alternative conceptions of work. This is a constant project, inextricable from
our jobs, our words, our investments, our bodies. Queer labor wants to reorient
subjectivity toward the production of a more accessible commons, rather than the
production of capital. To borrow from the writers who gave this project its title, it
is a labor “as necessary as it is unwelcome.”1
The works in this exhibition use diverse strategies in reorganizing life and work.
They emphasize the affective registers and concealed hierarchies of labor and care,
work and intimacy, by asking simple and pointed questions. They put the
phenomenological dimensions of work to rigorous analysis and experiment,
rethinking how bodies move and interact with space and material. They revel in
the endless actions, interactions, wins, losses, patterns, and slips that make up the
subjective labor of collaboration. And just as these works engage different kinds of
labor, they are queer in different ways: in the specificity of queer bodies, the desire
to unsettle repressive conditions, and commitment to a broader project of
developing alternative, more egalitarian ways of working.
Some of the work in this exhibition is still being made, and some of it will not be
finished within the context of the project. New work, rehearsals, drop-ins, and
ongoing performances and research continue to accrete as the project goes on.
It goes anywhere from here. This is a starting point.
(Andrew Kachel)

This project takes its title from a passage in Stefano Harney and Fred Moten’s
The Undercommons (2013): http://www.minorcompositions.info/wp-content/
uploads/2013/04/undercommons-web.pdf
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Malin Arnell
Mo(WE)ments of Labor
performance and research in residence (2014)

A score for a queer labor
Three call bells are mounted on the wall and/or
table. The score includes two positions/tasks.
Find a spot in the room, position yourself.
Stand straight and still with eyes open, think of
what queer labor is or could be for you.
Decide one movement which is part of that labor.
Go to one of the call bells and hit it.
Find a new spot in the room, position yourself.
Stand straight and still with eyes closed.
Imagine yourself (by yourself or together with
others) doing exactly that movement over and
over again until you feel exhausted.
Go to the call bell and hit it.
Start over.
When you need a break you either leave the room
or sit down somewhere in the room.
(Malin Arnell)

We watch her find the lines in the room and mark them with
her body. The lens frames her touch, her play, the resistance of
the wall against the press of her skin. Her face is all up in this
laminate, plastic, beige, daylight. Her hands move along every
surface. We are intimate with her exertions.
She positions herself, seated, on a desktop. She addresses the pile
of purple flowers in front of her. Glancing sideways, she shifts
her position to acknowledge the cubicle and the greater space of
the room. When perched on the top ledge of the cubicle, her leg
extends into to the air and taps the hanging light fixture. It sways
and she sways, her body arched below it.
The room and its contents delineate expectations that can be
met with curiosity and defiance, spaces for her to propel her own
exertion, furniture to violate, objects to unhinge. Objects, like
time, are opportunities and impossibilities. She shakes the cubicle
violently disrupting the bright yellow line of tennis balls. This
line must be attended to. Color and light must be attended to.
Materials are gathered and arranged and then easily disturbed.
The room is entropic by the force of her labor, an agency that
responds somatically to its conditions. A stack of beige cushions
is a stack to throw her body upon.
When this deed or any other is done, there might be time to
stop, look, shuffle, or eat a banana with us, before the jump cut
of the camera.
(Kerry Downey and Joanna Seitz)

Kerry Downey and Joanna Seitz
To Do List
digital video projection on leaning surface with sound,
17:28; featuring Jen Rosenblit (2012-13)

anyone in particular
species being.
a roll in the mud will never abolish a roll in the heyyy.
a roll of the dice will always from a distance appear a hand job.
species went.
the thing is long gone and already ready already and here.
the gesture or the words, the gesture for the words. the words for the forest.
the question for the communization of gender is an attack on sexual division at its equator, at its meiotic spill.
here we are in an anaphase without teleology destroying darwin. the thing about division is that it always makes you late even though
you’re the temporal fold that made it multiply. we are not concerned with binaries and splitting along the faulted lines of gender and
class reproduction. we are the spilt class, the drowning cries of lactation toppled over on the floor. the ground and grinds of reproductive
labor are the transductive possibles futrue. this is a lift, a stairclimber that gets you wet down there at the bottom of a corridor that is
always closed and always open, secreting. a blocking on the run. an orbit. a secret. a way out of a thing that never got into you.
we are here to steal the flame and wind the wound in this welt, wear the welt of this wealth up in this house/hold, in this ship of fulls.
we were always lucky doubling down.
this is a value theory of labor: I made a passage but not for you, not specifically for you; this is my favor. and you cannot pay for it or
give it back but you can take it. I built that with you because you built that in me first.
the problem of first cause is a strange loop and this too is a positive hole. a dug out under finding common.
a drop down menu south of houston how many years too late.
(Constantina Zavitsanos)

Constantina Zavitsanos (with Anastasia Williams)
open letter: 1525/1995
1. seven minutes in heaven
2. taking owls to athens
split screen digital video projection in corner with
sound on opposite wall, 3:30 looped; three track stereo
sound in adjacent corner, 4:27 looped (2014-)`

Jen Rosenblit
open rehearsal for A Natural Dance (2014)
with Effie Bowen, Justin Cabrillos, and Addys Gonzalez

A Natural Dance is concerned with ways of structuring bodies as they fall out of relation aesthetically and
spiritually while still locating ways of being together. This work continues a process of tangential thinking that
leads to choreographic thought that is both energetic and designed, where a contemplative theatricality begins to
encourage a disruptive sense and logic of kinship. From an assumption of the free body as the right and original
source to subtle sways of queer rebellion; a hunter, the god-king, the hunted, our broken baby deer, the profile of
the sphinx, super Mario Brothers, Helen of Troy and Where’s Waldo? Set somewhere between the interior privacy
of the home and the external activity of belonging or not situating inside of the public space, we practice on the
porch. This work locates logic outside of a normative lens, looking to an improvisatory system for disrupting
behavior while still ushering in the glory of absurdity, timing, meaning, sequence, divinity and the political.
This work premieres May 29-31, 2014, 8pm, The Kitchen, NYC. Present in this sunday afternoon rehearsal will
be Addys Gonzalez, Justin Cabrillos, Effie Bowen and Jen Rosenblit. This is simply an open rehearsal. The thing
that makes this not so simple is that folks might walk through, they might watch us like we are ready, like there is
a show, like we might be a set of objects or ideas. This is also the problem with performance. The labor surrounding
working deeply inside of energetic and designed structures over time and then opening it up to be seen is a problem
I am interested in and that this research is concerned with. We are working with ushering the phenomenon of
‘seeing’ towards the labor of ‘experiencing.’ This kind of work confronts the body. We are all implicated in the
space. The research doesn’t end with these defying statements. We further the labor by crafting the architecture
into a multiplicity of experience. Come have a seat, stand, hang out on the porch. Have some iced tea. Free write.
Day dream. Gallery dream. Let’s be together.
(Jen Rosenblit)

We owe each other everything was organized by Andrew Kachel
as part of the MA program in Curatorial Studies at CCS Bard.
The gallery hosted a video program and was a para-site of the
thesis symposium organized by Clara López Menéndez, Is It
Really Working? A Physical Symposium on Materiality and Queer
Practices/Strategies. Participants in that project included Malin
Arnell, Vanessa Anspaugh, Amelia Bande, Gregg Bordowitz,
Kajsa Dahlberg, Andrew Kachel, and Alhena Katsof.
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